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Abstract: Solving sparse linear systems is a problem that arises in many scienti�c applications,
and sparse direct solvers are a time consuming and key kernel for those applications and for
more advanced solvers such as hybrid direct-iterative solvers. For this reason, optimizing their
performance on modern architectures is critical. The preprocessing steps of sparse direct solvers,
ordering and block-symbolic factorization, are two major steps that lead to a reduced amount of
computation and memory and to a better task granularity to reach a good level of performance
when using BLAS kernels. With the advent of GPUs, the granularity of the block computation
became more important than ever. In this paper, we present a reordering strategy that increases
this block granularity. This strategy relies on the block-symbolic factorization to re�ne the ordering
produced by tools such as Metis or Scotch, but it does not impact the number of operations
required to solve the problem. We integrate this algorithm in the PaStiX solver and show an
important reduction of the number of o�-diagonal blocks on a large spectrum of matrices. This
improvement leads to an increase in e�ciency of up to 20% on GPUs.
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Stratégie de renumérotation pour optimiser la granularité

des calculs dans la résolution des systèmes linéaires creux

Résumé : De nombreuses applications scienti�ques recquièrent La résolution de large systèmes
linéaires creux qui est généralement l'étape la plus comnsommatrice de ressources, que ce soit en
temps de calculs ou mémoire. Il est donc primordial d'optimiser les bibliothèques de résolution de
ces problèmes sur les architectures modernes. Nous présentons dans ce documents une technique
de renumérotation des inconnues qui permet d'élargir la granularité des calculs a�n de mieux
exploiter les accélérateurs, comme les GPUs, dans ces bibliothèques. Cet algorithme s'appuie sur
les renumérotations calculées par des outils comme Metis ou Scotch sans changer le nombre
d'opérations de la factorisation numérique. Nous présentons les résultats de l'intégration de cette
stratégie dans la bibliothèque PaStiX qui améliore les temps de factorisations jusqu'à 20% sur
architectures hétérogènes.

Mots-clés : algèbre linéaire creuse, dissection emboitée, renumérotation, architectures hétérogènes
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1 Introduction

Many scienti�c applications, such as electromagnetism, astrophysics, and computational �uid
dynamics, use numerical models that require solving linear systems of the form Ax = b. In those
problems, the matrix A can either be considered as dense (almost no zero entries) or sparse
(mostly zero entries). Due to multiple structural and numerical di�erences that appear in those
problems, many di�erent solutions exist to solve them. In this paper, we focus on problems
leading to sparse systems with a symmetric pattern and more speci�cally on direct methods
which factorize the matrix A in LLt, LDLt or LU , with L, D and U respectively unit lower
triangular, diagonal, and upper triangular according to the problem numerical properties. Those
sparse matrices appear mostly when discretizing Partial Di�erential Equations (PDEs) on 2D
and 3D �nite element or �nite volume meshes. The main issue with such factorizations is the
�ll-in � zero entries becoming non-zero � that appears in the factorized form of A during the
execution of the algorithm. If not correctly considered, the �ll-in can transform the sparse matrix
into a dense one which might not �t in memory. In this context, sparse direct solvers rely on
two important preprocessing steps to reduce this �ll-in and control where it appears.

The �rst one �nds a suitable unknown ordering that aims at minimizing the �ll-in to limit the
memory overhead and the �oating point operations (Flop) required to complete the factorization.
The problem is then transformed into (PAP t)(Px) = Pb where P is an orthogonal permutation
matrix. A wide array of literature exists on solutions to graph reordering problems; the most
commonly used for sparse direct factorization being the nested dissection recursive algorithm
introduced by George [1].

The second preprocessing step of sparse direct solvers is the block-symbolic factorization [2].
This step analytically computes the block-structure of the factorized matrix from the reordering
step and from a supernode partition of the unknowns. It allows the solver to create the data
structure that will hold the �nal matrix instead of allocating it at runtime. The goal of this step
is also to block the data in order to e�ciently apply matrix-matrix operations, also known as
BLAS Level 3 [3], on those blocks instead of scalar operations. For this purpose, extra �ll-in, and
by extent extra computations, might be added in order to reduce the time to solution. However,
the size of those blocks might not reach the su�cient size to extract all the performance from
the BLAS kernels.

Modern architectures, whether based on CPUs, GPUs, or Intel Xeon Phi may be e�cient
with a performance close to the theoretical peak. This can be achieved only if the data size is
large enough to take advantage of caches, vector units, and provides a larger ratio of computation
per byte. Accelerators such as GPUs or Intel Xeon Phi require even larger blocking sizes than
the ones for CPUs due to their particular architectural features.

In order to provide more suited block sizes to kernel operations, we propose in this paper
an algorithm that reorders the unknowns of the problem to increase the average size of the o�-
diagonal blocks in block-symbolic factorization structures. The major feature of this solution is
that, based on an existing nested dissection ordering for a given problem, our solution will keep
constant the amount of �ll-in generated during the factorization. So, the amount of memory and
computation to store and compute the factorized matrix is invariant. The consequence of this
increased average size is that the number of o�-diagonal blocks is largely reduced, diminishing the
memory overhead of the data structures used by the solver and the number of tasks required to
compute the solution in task-based implementations [4,5], increasing the performance of BLAS
kernels.

Section 2 gives a brief background on the block-symbolic factorization for sparse direct solvers
and introduces the problem when classical reordering techniques are used. Section 3 states the
problem, describes our reordering strategy, and gives an upper bound of its theoretical cost
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4 Pichon & Faverge & Ramet & Roman

for the class of graphs with bounded degree, that is, graphs from real-life 2D or 3D numerical
simulations. The quality of the symbolic structure and its impact on the performance of a sparse
direct solver, here PaStiX [6], is studied in section 4. Finally, we conclude and present some
future opportunities for this work.

2 Background

This section provides some background on sparse direct solvers and the associated preprocessing
steps. A detailed example showing the impact of the ordering on the block-structure for the
factorized matrix is also presented.

2.1 Sparse direct solvers

The common approach to sparse direct solvers is composed of four main steps: 1) ordering and
computation of a supernodal partition for the unknowns; 2) block-symbolic factorization; 3) nu-
merical block-factorization; and 4) triangular system solve. The �rst step exploits the property
of the Fill-in Characterization theorem (see theorem 2.1) to minimize the �ll-in, zeros becoming
non-zeros during factorization, and the second one predicts the block-structure that will facil-
itate e�cient numerical factorization and solve. Steps 3) and 4) perform the actual computation.

Theorem 2.1. (Fill-in Characterization Theorem from [7]) Given an n × n sparse matrix A,
and its adjacency graph G = (V,E), any entry ai,j = 0 from A will become a non-zero entry in
the factorized matrix if and only if there is a path in G from vertex i to vertex j that only goes
through vertices with a lower index than i and j.

Among the ordering techniques known to e�ciently reduce the matrix �ll-in are the Approxi-
mate Minimum Degree (AMD) algorithm [8] and the Minimum Local Fill (MF) algorithm [9,10].
However, these orderings fail to expose a lot of parallelism in the block computation during
the factorization. In order to both reduce �ll-in and exhibit parallelism, an ordering algorithm
based on nested dissection [1] has been introduced and is now the most widely used in sparse
direct solvers. This class of algorithms works on the symmetric undirected graph associated with
the matrix and recursively partitions the graph to expose independent subproblems that can be
solved in parallel while reducing the �ll-in of the matrix.

The top-left part of �gure 1 shows the adjacency graph of a 2D symmetric 5 × 5 grid with
a possible 2-level partitioning of the graph. The goal of the nested dissection method is to re-
cursively partition the graph G = (V,E) into A ∪ B ∪ C such that no edge directly connects a
vertex from A to a vertex of B, and such that C is as small as possible. C is called the sepa-
rator and corresponds to a supernode. This separation of A and B combined with theorem 2.1
guarantees that if all vertices of C are numbered with larger numbers than those of A and B,
no �ll-in appears between a vertex from A and a vertex from B. This partitioning and ordering
process is then recursively applied on A and B, until a small enough size is reached for the
subgraphs. Then, local ordering heuristics like AMD are used on these remaining subgraphs. A
global supernode partition of the unknowns is obtained by merging the set of supernodes from
the nested dissection process (all the separators) and the set of supernodes achieved from the
reordered non-separated subgraphs (by using the algorithm introduced in [11, 12]). This parti-
tioning and ordering operation is usually performed through an external tool such as Metis [13]
or Scotch [14].

Inria
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Figure 1: Nested dissection and block-data structure for L.

Given this supernodal partition, one can compute the block-symbolic data structure of the
factorized matrix, as presented on the right part of �gure 1. The goal is to predict the block-
data structure of the �nal L matrix for the numerical factorization and to gather information in
blocks that will enable the use of e�cient kernels as BLAS Level 3 operations [3]. This block-
data structure is composed of N column blocks, one for each supernode of the partition, with a
dense diagonal block (in gray in the �gure) and with several dense o�-diagonal blocks (in green
or in red in the �gure) corresponding to interactions between supernodes; some additional �ll-in
is accepted to form dense blocks in order to be more CPU-e�cient. The block-symbolic factor-
ization computes this block-data structure with Θ(N) space and time complexities [2]. From
this structure, one can deduce the quotient graph which describes all the interactions between
supernodes during the factorization (for example, supernode 1 will contribute to supernodes 3
and 7), and the elimination tree which describes the amount of parallelism in the computations
as a supernode will contribute only to supernodes belonging to its ancestors. Finally, before
distributing the column blocks on the processors, the biggest column blocks corresponding to
the top most supernodes in the tree are split in order to exploit the parallelism inside the dense
computations [6].

The �rst two steps of a direct solver are preprocessing stages, independent from numerical
values. Note that those steps can be computed once to solve the same problem several times with
di�erent numerical values. Steps 3) and 4) are numerical. Figure 2 presents how the elimination
of a column block is divided into three stages:

1. Factorization of the dense diagonal block;

2. Application of an in place Solve on the o�-diagonal blocks;

3. Update of the underlying matrix.

Usually, the solve stage (stage 2) is done through one or multiple calls to BLAS kernels
according to the data distribution used by the solver. In the PaStiX solver, a 1D distribution is
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Figure 2: Steps to factorize the matrix - symmetric positive de�nite case.

used and all blocks are stored contiguously in dense storage in order to perform the solve stage
in only one BLAS call. The update stage (stage 3) can be done in multiple ways. The �rst
option is to do it similarly to dense factorization with one matrix-matrix multiply per couple
of o�-diagonal blocks (red updates in �gure 2). However, the granularity of the tasks in sparse
solvers is often so small before reaching the top levels of the elimination tree that it is ine�cient.
The most adopted solution for supernodal methods is to compute a matrix-matrix multiply for
each column block that requires updates, meaning one per blue o�-diagonal block (only the �rst
two are represented in �gure 2). The temporary result is then scattered and added to the target
column block. The last solution, similar to what is done in a multifrontal solver, consists in a
single matrix-matrix multiplication that is followed by a 2D scatter of the updates. In the last
two options, if the updates are too discontinuous and spread all over the updated submatrix, this
can lead to memory bound updates while the operation is originally compute bound. It is then
interesting to consider an ordering solution, compatible with the nested dissection method, that
will limit the number of o�-diagonal blocks to have more compact updates. It will also reduce
the memory bound aspect of the update operation, which is the most time consuming for the
factorization and solve steps.

2.2 Intra-node reordering

Let us now illustrate the problem of current ordering solutions and how to overcome this problem.
For this purpose, we consider a regular 3D cube of n3 vertices presented in �gure 3. We apply
the nested dissection process to this cube. Naturally, the �rst separator, in gray, is a plane of n2

vertices cutting the cube into two halves of balanced parts. Then, by recursively applying the
nested dissection process, we partition the two-halves' subparts with the two red separators, and
again dissect the resulting partitions by the four third-level green separators giving us eight �nal
partitions. We know from this process that each separator will be ordered with higher indices
than those in lower levels.

Inside each separator, vertices have to be ordered as well, and it is common to use techniques
such as the Reverse Cuthill-McKee [15] (RCM) algorithm in order to have an internal separator
ordering �as continuous as possible� to limit the number of o�-diagonal blocks in the associated
column block. This strategy works with only the local graph induced by the separator. It starts

Inria
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from a peripheral vertex and orders, consecutively, vertices at distance 1, then at distance 2,
and so on, giving indices in reverse order. It is close to a Breadth-First Search (BFS) algorithm.
However, such an algorithm uses only interactions within a supernode, without taking into
account contributing supernodes. On the quotient graph of �gure 1, it means that this will
reorder unknowns inside a node of this graph without considering interactions with other nodes
of this graph. However, these interactions are the ones related to o�-diagonal blocks in the
factorized matrix. Therefore, it is important to note that the ordering inside a supernode can
be rearranged to take into account interactions with vertices outside its local graph without
changing the �nal �ll-in of the L block-structure used by the solver. Then, we can expect that a
complete knowledge of the local graph and of its outer interactions will lead to a better quality
in terms of the number of o�-diagonal blocks.

Figure 3: Three-levels of nested dissection on a regular cube.

1 2 5 9 14

3 4 7 11 17

6 8 12 16 21

10 13 18 20 23

15 19 22 24 25

1 2 5 9 14

3 4 7 11 17

6 8 12 16 21

10 13 18 20 23

15 19 22 24 25

(a) With RCM ordering

1 2 5 7 8

3 4 6 10 9

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 20 22 23

19 18 21 24 25

1 2 5 7 8

3 4 6 10 9

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 20 22 23

19 18 21 24 25

(b) With optimal ordering

Figure 4: Projection of contributing supernodes and ordering on the �rst separator (gray in
�gure 3).

Figure 4 presents the vertices of the gray separator from the 3D cube case with n = 5. The
projection of contributing supernodes on this separator is shown. The blue parts are the vertices
connected only to the leaves of the elimination tree. Thanks to the nested dissection process, the
nodes of the gray separator have the largest numbers and their connections to other supernodes
represent the o�-diagonal contributions. Based on this, we propose an optimal ordering, in
�gure 4b, computed by hand, as opposed to an RCM algorithm, in �gure 4a. This ordering is
considered optimal as it minimizes the number of o�-diagonal blocks to one per column. One
can note that RCM will not order consecutively vertices that will receive contributions from
the same supernodes, leading to a substantially larger number of o�-diagonal blocks than the
optimal solution. For instance, the four blue vertices in the top right of RCM ordering will
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8 Pichon & Faverge & Ramet & Roman

create four di�erent o�-diagonal blocks. The general idea is that some projections will be cut
by RCM following the neighborhood, while those vertices could have been ordered together to
reduce the number of o�-diagonal blocks. On the right, the optimal ordering tries to consider
this rule by ordering vertices with similar connections in a contiguous manner. This leads to
a smaller number of o�-diagonal blocks as shown in the block-data structure computed by the
block-symbolic factorization for these two orderings in �gures 5a and 5b. The ordering proposed
in �gure 4b is optimal in terms of number of o�-diagonal blocks as long as is it impossible to
exhibit a block-symbolic structure will less than 14 o�-diagonal blocks: there is no more than
one o�-diagonal block per column block.

(a) With RCM ordering

(b) With optimal ordering

Figure 5: O�-diagonal blocks contributing to the �rst separator in �gure 3.

We have demonstrated with this simple example that RCM does not ful�ll the correct objec-
tive in a more global view of the problem. This is especially true in the context of 3D graphs,
where the separator is a 2D structure, receiving contributions from 3D structures on both sides.
With 2D graphs, the separator is a 1D structure and in such a case, RCM will provide generally
a good solution by following the neighborhood in the BFS algorithm. However, it often happens
that the separators found by generic tools such as Metis or Scotch are disconnected graphs
making this previous statement incorrect as long as it is impossible to recover and follow the
spatial neighborhood of the vertices (issued from the associated mesh).

Note that if it is quite easy to manually compute the optimal ordering on our example, it is
harder in practice. Indeed, given an initial partition V = A ∪ B ∪ C, nothing guarantees that
subparts A and B will be partitioned in a similar fashion, and that the resulting projection will
match. For instance, �gure 6 presents the projection of level-1 (in red) and level-2 (in green)
supernodes on the �rst separator of a 40 × 40 × 40 laplacian partitioned with Scotch. One
can note that there are crossed contributions, meaning that subparts A and B are partitioned
di�erently.

In the next section, we propose a new reordering strategy that permutes the rows to compact
the o�-diagonal information. Note that such a reordering strategy will not impact the global
�ll-in as long as the diagonal blocks are considered as dense blocks. The �rst solution that
appears on �gure 6 would be to cluster vertices by common connections to nodes of the quotient
graph. However, in most cases, that would result in clusters of O(1) size that would still need
to be ordered correctly, taking into account their level in the elimination tree of the connected
supernodes. The solution we propose to remedy this problem relies on the computed block-
data structure. Our objective is to express an algorithm providing the optimal solution before
proposing a heuristic with a reasonable complexity.

Inria



Reordering strategy for blocking optimization 9

Figure 6: Projection of contributing supernodes on the �rst separator of a 3D laplacian of size
40× 40× 40, using Scotch.

2.3 Related Works

Studying the structure of o�-diagonal blocks was used in di�erent contexts. In [16], the purpose
was to reduce the overhead associated with each single o�-diagonal block. The authors proposed
a reordering strategy that re�nes the ordering provided by the minimum degree algorithm. Their
experiments have been applied to 2D graphs and successfully reduce the number of o�-diagonal
blocks. However, the authors did not provide a theoretical study of their reordering algorithm
and their solution did not apply in the context of 3D graphs.

In HSL [?, 17], the authors have introduced reordering techniques in the context of both su-
pernodal and multifrontal solvers. The objective is to create larger o�-diagonal blocks to enhance
data locality and reduce factorization time in the MA87 supernodal solver. Each diagonal block
is reordered according to its set of children. Given a child and one of its ancestors, section 2.2
showed that the set of rows from the ancestor connected to the child should be ordered con-
tiguously to create a single o�-diagonal block and avoid scattering operations. HSL reordering
strategy starts by sorting children accordingly to their contribution size to the studied supernode,
in other words with the number of rows that is connects the two nodes. Then, the rows connected
to the larger child are numbered continuously to create a single o�-diagonal block coming from
this child, and the process is repeated on the remaining rows until all of them are reordered.
This strategy has led to performance gains in a multi-threaded context [?]. However, from con-
struction, this algorithm gives priority to the largest branch of the elimination tree neglecting
the other ones. In practice, we observe that leaves from both sides of the elimination tree might
be connected to the same unknowns of their ancestors. Thus, we can expect that an algebraic
view of the problem will provide better results by using a global view of the connections of one
supernode to all its descendants in the elimination tree.

In [18], a reordering strategy is proposed for the multifrontal solverMumps [19]. The objective
is to provide a row ordering and the associated mapping on a set of processors to minimize the
total volume of communications. The strategy studied minimizes communication between a
parent and its set of children. As opposed to HSL and our solutions, this algorithm, designed
for multifrontal solver only, dynamically reorders the rows at each level of the elimination tree.
It considers only interactions from children to direct parent to minimize scattering operations
at each level when updating the frontal matrix. This way, rows from a parent node can have
di�erent orderings at each level of the elimination tree, or even between di�erent child branches.
Thus, it is out of scope of the global ordering proposed in this paper for a supernodal solver.

RR n° 8860
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3 Improving the blocking size

As presented in section 2.2, the RCM algorithm � widely used to order supernodes � generates
many extra o�-diagonal blocks by not considering supernode interactions, which leads to an
increased number of less e�cient block operations. In this section, we present an algorithm
that intends to reorder supernodes thanks to a global view of the nested dissection partition.
We expect that considering contributing supernodes will lead to a better quality � a smaller
number of larger blocks. Our main idea is to consider the set of contributions for each row of a
supernode, before using a distance metric to minimize the creation of o�-diagonal blocks when
permuting rows.

3.1 Problem modeling

The strategy is to rely on the block-symbolic factorization of L instead of the original graph
of A. Indeed, it allows us to take into account �ll-in elements that were computed thanks to
the block-symbolic factorization process instead of re-computing those elements with the matrix
graph. Let us consider the `th diagonal block C` of the factorized matrix that corresponds to a
supernode, and the set of supernodes Ck with k < ` corresponding to the supernodes in lower
levels of the elimination tree than C`. Note that we refer to N as the total number of diagonal
blocks appearing in the structure of the factorized matrix, as opposed to n for the total number
of unknowns.

We de�ne for each supernode C`:

row`ik =

{
1 if vertex i from C` is connected to Ck

0 otherwise
, k ∈ J1, `− 1K, i ∈ J1, |C`|K. (1)

row`ik is then equal to 1 when the vertex i, or row i, of the supernode C` is connected to any
vertex of the supernode k belonging to a lower level in the elimination tree. It is equal to 0, if
not, meaning that no non-zero element connects the two in the initial matrix, or no �ll-in will
create that connection. Let's now de�ne for each vertex the binary vector B`i = (row`ik)k∈J1,`−1K.

We can then de�ne w`i , the weight of a row i, as in equation (2), that represents the number of
supernodes contributing to that row i, and the distance between two rows i and j, d`i,j , as in
equation (3). It is known as the Hamming distance [20] between two binary vectors, and allows
for measuring the number of o�-diagonal blocks induced by the succession of two rows i and
j. Indeed, d`i,j represents the number of o�-diagonal blocks that belongs to only one of the two
rows, which can be seen as the number of blocks that end at row i or start at row j.

w`i =

`−1∑
k=1

row`ik, (2)

d`i,j = d(B`i , B
`
j) =

`−1∑
k=1

row`ik ⊕ row`jk, (3)

where ⊕ is the exclusive or operation.

Thus, the total number of o�-diagonal blocks, odb`, contributing to the diagonal block C`
can be de�ned as:

odb` =
1

2
(w`1 +

|C`|−1∑
i=1

d`i,i+1 + w`|C`|), (4)

Inria
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where the Hamming weights of the �rst and last row of the supernode C` correspond respectively
to the number of blocks in the �rst row and in the last one, and the distances between two
consecutive rows gives the evolution in the number of blocks when travelling through them.

Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the number of o�-diagonal blocks with the previous
equation (4) on an example of four rows. The computation of the distance from the second row to
the third one is illustrated on the left: there are two di�erences making it a distance of 2. Table 7b
summarizes the distances between each couple of rows in this example. With those information
and the weight of the �rst and last rows, respectively 3 and 2, one can compute the number of
o�-diagonal blocks, odb, from the formula: 1

2 (w1+d1,2+d2,3+d3,4+w4) = 1
2 (3+3+2+2+2) = 6.

4

3

2

1

+1 +1 +0 +0

(a) Symbol structure

1 2 3 4
1 0 - - -
2 3 0 - -
3 3 2 0 -
4 1 4 2 0

(b) Distance matrix

Figure 7: Example of a symbolic structure and its associated distance matrix. Computation of
the distance between rows 2 and 3 is illustrated.

Thus, to reduce the total number of o�-diagonal blocks in the �nal structure, the goal is
to minimize this metric odb` for each supernode, by computing a minimal path visiting each
node, with a constraint on the �rst and the last node. This problem is known as the Shortest
Hamiltonian Path Problem, and is an NP-hard problem.

3.2 Proposed heuristic

We �rst propose to introduce an extra virtual vertex, S0, for which B0 is the null set. Thus, we
have:

∀i ∈ J1, |C`|K, d`0,i = d`i,0 = wi, (5)

The problem can now be transformed in a Travelling Salesman Problem [21] (TSP):

|C`|∑
i=0

d`i,(i+1), (6)

which is also an NP-Hard problem, but for which multiple heuristics have been proposed
in the literature [22], as opposed to Shortest Hamiltonian Path Problem. Furthermore, our
problem presents properties that make it suitable for better heuristics and theoretical models
that guarantee the maximum distance to the optimal solution. Firstly, our problem is symmetric
as:

d`ij = d`ji,∀(i, j) ∈ J1, |C`|K2, (7)

and secondly, respects the triangular inequality:

d`ij ≤ d`ik + d`kj ,∀(i, j, k) ∈ J1, |C`|K3. (8)

This sets our problem as an Euclidean TSP, and so heuristics for these speci�c cases can be used.
Di�erent TSP heuristics that can be used to solve this problem, with their respective cost and
quality with respect to the optimal, are presented in table 1.
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12 Pichon & Faverge & Ramet & Roman

To keep a global complexity below that of the numerical factorization, we explain in the
following section 3.3 that the complexity of the TSP algorithm has to remain equal or lower to
Θ(p2), where p is the number of vertices in the cycle. Thus, it prevents advanced algorithms
such as the Christo�des algorithm [23] from being used. Furthermore, as p might reach several
hundred or more, the use of Nearest neighbor or Clarke and Wright heuristics might provide
low quality results. From the remaining options, we decided to use the nearest insertion method
which is a quadratic algorithm and guaranties a maximal distance to the optimal of 2 [24]. A
quality comparison of our algorithm over 3D Laplacian matrices and real matrices against the
Concorde [25] TSP solver that returns optimal solutions have shown that our nearest insertion
algorithm provides results in less than 10% from the optimal.

Algorithm Complexity for p nodes Quality (wrt optimal)

Nearest neighbor Θ(p2) 1
2
(1 + log(p))

Nearest insertion Θ(p2) 2

Clarke and Wright Θ(p2 log(p)) Θ(log(p))

Cheapest insertion Θ(p2 log(p)) 2

Minimum spanning tree Θ(p2) 2

Christo�des Θ(p3) 1.5

Table 1: Complexity and quality of di�erent TSP algorithms.

Our �nal algorithm is then decomposed in three stages presented in algorithm 1 that are
applied to each separator of the nested dissection. Note that it is not applied on the leaves of
the elimination tree since they will not receive contributions from other supernodes. The �rst
step is to compute the B`i vectors for each row i of the current separator. Then, it computes
the distances matrix of the separator: D` = (di,j)(i,j)∈J0,|C`|K2 . Finally, the TSP algorithm is
executed using this matrix to produce the local ordering of the supernode that minimizes the
equation (6).

Algorithm 1 Reordering algorithm

for each supernode C` in the elimination tree do
for each row i in the supernode C` do

for each contributing node k ∈ J1, `− 1K do
Set row`ik to 1 . Build the structure B`i

end for

end for

for each row i in the supernode C` do
for each row j in the supernode C` do

Compute the distance between rows i and j . Compute the distances
end for

end for

Cycle` = {S0, 1}
for i ∈ J2, |C`|K do

Insert row i in Cycle` such that (6) is minimized . Order rows
end for

Split Cycle` at S0

end for

Inria



Reordering strategy for blocking optimization 13

The �rst stage of this algorithm builds the vector B`i for each row i. In fact, to minimize the
storage, only contributing supernodes (row`ik = 1) are stored for B`i . In order to do so, we rely
on the structure of the block-symbolic factorization that provides a compressed storage of the
information similar to compressed sparse row (CSR) format. Given a supernode, one can easily
access the o�-diagonal blocks contributing to this supernode, and due to the sparse property,
the number of these blocks is much smaller than (`− 1). The accumulated operations for all the
supernodes in the matrix is in Θ(n). Note that we store the contributing supernode numbers in
an ordered fashion for faster computation of the distances. Furthermore, the memory overhead
of this operation is limited by the fact that each supernode is treated independently.

The second stage computes the distance matrix. When computing the distance d`ij between

rows i and j from C`, we take advantage of the sorted sets B`i and B
`
j to realize this computation

in Θ(|B`i |+ |B`j |) operations.
The third stage executes the nearest insertion heuristics to solve the TSP problems on the

vertices of the supernode based on the previously computed distance matrix. As stated previ-
ously, this step is computed in Θ(|C`|2) operations. It is known that the solution given is not
optimal but will be at a distance 2 of the optimal in the worst case.

(a) Without reordering strategy (b) With reordering strategy

Figure 8: Block-symbolic factorization of 8× 8× 8 Laplacian initially reordered with Scotch.

Figure 8 presents the block-symbolic factorization of a 3D Laplacian of size 8×8×8 reordered
with the Scotch nested dissection algorithm. In �gure 8a, our reordering algorithm has not
been applied, and supernode ordering results only from the local RCM applied by Scotch. One
can notice that some rows can be easily aggregated to reduce the number of o�-diagonal blocks.
In �gure 8b, our algorithm has to reorder unknowns within each supernode. The �nal structure
exhibits more compact blocks that are larger. Note that the �ll-in of the matrix has not changed
due to the dense storage of the diagonal blocks. Our algorithm does not impact the �ll-in outside
those diagonal blocks.

3.3 Complexity study

For this study we consider graphs issued from �nite element mesh coming from real-life simu-
lations of 2D or 3D physical problems. From a theoretical point of view, the majority of those
graphs have a bounded degree and are speci�c cases of bounded-density graphs [26]. In this
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14 Pichon & Faverge & Ramet & Roman

section, we provide a complexity study of our reordering algorithm in the context of a nested
dissection partitioning strategy for this class of graphs.

Good separators can be built for bounded-density graphs or more generally for overlap
graphs [27]. In d-dimension, such n-node graphs have separators whose size grows as Θ(n(d−1)/d).
In this study, we consider the general framework of separator theorems introduced by Lipton
and Tarjan [28] for which we will have σ = d−1

d .

De�nition 3.1. A class ϕ of graphs satis�es an nσ-separator theorem, 1
2 ≤ σ < 1, if there are

constants 1
2 ≤ α < 1, β > 0 for which any n-vertex graph in ϕ has the following property: the

vertices of G can be partitioned into three sets A, B, and C such that:

� no vertex in A is adjacent to any vertex in B,

� |A| ≤ αn, |B| ≤ αn, and

� C ≤ βnσ where C is the separator of G.

Theorem 3.2. (From [2]) The number of o�-diagonal rows in the block data structure for the
factorized matrix L is at most Θ(n).

This result comes from [2]. In this paper, the authors demonstrated that the number of
o�-diagonal blocks is at most Θ(n) and this was achieved by proving that this upper bound is
in fact true for the total number of rows inside the o�-diagonal blocks, leading to theorem 3.2.
Using this theorem, we demonstrate theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.3. (Reordering Complexity) For a graph of bounded degree satisfying a nσ-separation
theorem, the reordering algorithm complexity is bounded by Θ(nσ+1).

Proof

The main cost of the reordering algorithm is issued from the distance matrix computation. As
presented in section 3.2, we compute a distance matrix for each supernode. This matrix is of
size |C`|, and each element of the matrix, D`, is the distance between two rows of the supernode.
The overall complexity is then given by:

C =

N∑
`=1

|C`|∑
i=1

(row`ik)k∈J1,`−1K × (|C`| − 1). (9)

More precisely, for a supernode C`, the complexity is given by the number of o�-diagonal
rows that contribute to it multiplied by the number of comparisons: (|C`| − 1). For instance,
given �gure 5a, one can note that the complexity will be proportional to the colored surface
(blue, green, and red blocks), where row`ik = 1, as well as in the number of rows. Using the
compressed sparse information (colored blocks) only � instead of the dense matrix � is important
for reaching a reasonable theoretical complexity, as long as this number of o�-diagonal blocks is
bounded in the context of �nite element graphs.

Given theorem 3.2, we know that the number of o�-diagonal contributing rows in the com-
plete matrix L is in Θ(n). In addition, the largest separator is asymptotically smaller than the
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Reordering strategy for blocking optimization 15

maximum size of the �rst separator that is Θ(nσ). The complexity is then bounded by:

C ≤ max
1≤`≤N

(|C`| − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θ(nσ)

×
N∑
`=1

(

|C`|∑
i=1

(row`ik)k∈J1,`−1K)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θ(n)

= Θ(nσ+1).

For graphs of bounded degree, this result leads to:

� for the graph family admitting an n
1
2 -separation theorem (2D meshes), the reordering cost

is bounded by Θ(n
√
n), and is � at worst � as costly as the numerical factorization;

� for the graph family admitting an n
2
3 -separation theorem (3D meshes), the reordering cost

is bounded by Θ(n
5
3 ), and is cheaper than the numerical factorization, which grows as

Θ(n2).

Analysis

Note that this complexity is � as said before � larger than the complexity of the TSP nearest
insertion heuristic. For a subgraph of size p respecting the pσ-separation theorem, this heuristic
complexity is in Θ(p2σ). Using [2], we can compute the overall complexity as a recursive function
depending on the complexity on one supernode. It leads to an overall complexity in Θ(n log(n))

for 2D graphs and Θ(n
4
3 ) for 3D graphs, and is then less expensive than the complexity of

computing the distance matrix.
The reordering is as costly as the numerical factorization for 2D meshes, but RCM is usually

giving a good ordering on 2D graphs, as long as the separators are contiguous lines. For the 3D
cases, the reordering strategy is cheaper than the numerical factorization. Thus, this reordering
strategy is interesting for any graph with 1

2 < σ < 1, including graphs with a structure between
2D and 3D meshes. This algorithm can easily be parallelized since each supernode is an indepen-
dent subproblem, and the distance matrix computation can also be computed in parallel. Thus,
the sequential cost of this reordering step can be lowered and should be negligible compared to
the numerical factorization.

Figure 9 presents the complexity study on 3D Laplacian matrices. We computed the practical
complexity of our reordering algorithm with respect to the upper bound we demonstrated. The
red curve presents the sequential time taken by our reordering algorithm. It is compared to the
theoretical complexity demonstrated previously, but scaled to match on the middle point (size
1503) to ease the read and check, so we can con�rm that the trends of both curves are identical
to a constant factor. Finally, in green we also plotted the practical complexity: total number of
comparisons performed during our reordering algorithm, to see if the theoretical complexity was
of the same order. This curve is also scaled to match on the middle point. One can note that
the three curves are quite close, which con�rms that we found a good upper bound complexity
for a large set of sizes.

Note that this complexity seems to be signi�cant with respect to the factorization complexity.
Nevertheless, the nature of operations (simple comparisons between integers) is much cheaper
than the numerical factorization operations. In addition, if we use the partitioner to obtain large
enough supernodes, it will reduce by a notable factor the complexity of our algorithm, as long as
we operate on a column block and not on each element contributing to each row. This parameter
can be set in ordering tools as Metis and Scotch, and has an impact on the global �ll-in of
the matrix. As presented before, the reordering stage takes part of preprocessing steps, and can
be used for many numerical steps and it enhances both factorization and solve steps.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the time of reordering against theoretical and practical complexities on
3D Laplacians.

3.4 Strategies to reduce computational cost

As we have seen, the total complexity of the reordering step can still reach the complexity of the
numerical factorization. We now introduce heuristics to reduce the computational cost of our
reordering algorithm.

Multi-Level: partial computation based on the elimination tree

As presented in section 2, the obtained partition allows us to decompose contributing supernodes
according to the elimination tree. With the characterization theorem, we know that when we
consider one row, if this row receives a contribution from a supernode in the lowest levels, then it
will receive contributions from all its descendants to this node. This helps us divide our distance
computation into a two dimension distance di,j = dhighi,j +dlowi,j to reduce its cost. Given a splitlevel

parameter, we �rst compute the high-levels distance, dhighi,j , by considering only the contributions
from the supernodes in the splitlevel levels directly below the studied supernode. This distance
gives us a minimum of the distance between two rows. Indeed, if considering all supernodes,
the distance will be necessarily equal or larger to the high-levels distance by construction of the
elimination tree. Then, we only compute the low-levels distance, dlowi,j , only if the �rst one is
equal to 0.

In practice, we observed that for a graph of bounded degree, not especially regular, a ratio of
3 to 5 between the number of lower and upper supernodes largely reduces the number of complete
distances computed while conserving a good quality in the results. The splitlevel parameter is
then adjusted to match this ratio according to the part of the elimination tree considered. It is
important to notice that it is impossible to consider the distances level by level, since the goal
here is to group together the rows which are connected to the same set of leaves in the elimination
tree. It means that they will receive contributions from nodes on identical paths in this tree. The
partial distances consider only the beginning of those paths and not their potential reconnection
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Reordering strategy for blocking optimization 17

further down the tree. That is why it is important to take multiple levels at once to keep a good
quality.

Stopping criteria: partial computation based on distances

The second idea we used to reduce the cost of our reordering techniques is to stop the computa-
tion of a distance if it exceeds a threshold parameter. This solution helps to quickly disregard
the rows that are �far-away� from each other. This limits the complexity of the distance com-
putation, reducing the overall practical complexity. In most cases, a small value such as 10 can
already provide good quality improvement. However, it depends on the graph properties and the
average number of di�erences between rows. Unfortunately, if this heuristic is used alone, this
improvement is not always guaranteed and it might lead to a quality worsening. In association
with the previous multi-level heuristic, the results are always improved, as we will see in the
following section.

4 Experimental study

In this section, we present experiments with our reordering strategy, both in terms of quality
(number of o�-diagonal blocks) and impact on the performance of numerical factorization. We
compare here three di�erent strategies to the original ordering provided by the Scotch library.
Two are based on our strategy, namely TSP, with the full distance computation or with the multi-
level approximation. The last one, namely HSL, is the one implemented in the HSL library for
the MA87 supernodal solver (optimize_locality routine from MA87). Note that those three
reordering strategies are applied to the partition found by Scotch, and they do not modify the
�ll-in.

4.1 Context

We used a set of large matrices arising from real-life applications originating from the University
of Florida's [29] Sparse Matrix Collection. For that experiment, we took all matrices from this
collection with a size between 500.000 and 10.000.000. From this large set, we extracted matrices
that are applicants for solving linear systems. Thus, we remove matrices originating from the
Web and from DNA problems. This �nal set is composed of 104 matrices, sorted by families. We
also conduct some experiments with a matrix of 107 unknowns, taken from a CEA simulation,
an industrial partner in the context of the PaStiX project.

We utilized the Plafrim1 supercomputer for our experiments. For the performance experi-
ments on an heterogeneous environment, we used the mirage cluster, where nodes are composed
of two Intel Westmere Xeon X5650 hexa-core CPUs running at 2.67 GHz with 36 GB of mem-
ory, and enhanced by three Nvidia GPUs, M2070. We used IntelMKL 2016.0.0 for the BLAS
kernels on the CPUs, and we used the Nvidia Cuda 7.5 development kit to compile the GPU
kernels. For the scalability experiments in a multi-threaded context, we used the miriel cluster.
Each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 12-cores running at 2.50 GHz and 128
GB of memory. The same version of the Intel MKL is used.

The PaStiX version used for our experiments is the one implemented on top of the Parsec [?]
runtime system and presented in [4].

For the initial ordering step, we used Scotch 5.1.11 with the con�gurable strategy string
from PaStiX to set the minimal size of non separated sub-graphs, cmin, to be 20 as in [30]. We

1https://plafrim.bordeaux.inria.fr
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18 Pichon & Faverge & Ramet & Roman

also set the frat parameter to 0.08, meaning that columns aggregation is allowed by Scotch as
long as the �ll-in introduced does not exceed 8% of the original matrix. It is important to use such
parameters to increase the width of the column blocks and reach a good level of performance
using accelerators. Even if it increases the �ll-in, the �nal performance gain is usually more
important and makes the memory overhead induced by the extra �ll-in acceptable.

4.2 Reordering quality and time

First, we study the quality and the computational time of the three reordering algorithms, the
two versions of our TSP and HSL, compared to the original ordering computed by Scotch that
is known to be in Θ(n× log(n)). Note that sequential implementation is used for all algorithms,
except in subsection Parallelism.

For the quality criteria, the metric we use is the number of o�-diagonal blocks in the matrix.
We always use Scotch to provide the initial partition and ordering of the matrix, thus the
number of o�-diagonal blocks only re�ects the impact of the reordering strategy. Another related
metric we could use is the number of o�-diagonal blocks per column block. In ideal cases, it
would be, respectively, 4 and 6 for 2D and 3D meshes. However, since the partition computed
by scotch is not based on the geometry, this optimum is never reached and varies a lot from one
matrix to another, so we stayed with the global number of o�-diagonal blocks and its evolution
compared to the original solution given by Scotch.
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Figure 10: Impact of the heuristic used on the ratio of o�-diagonal blocks over those produced
by the initial Scotch ordering on the Florida set of matrices. The lower the better.

Quality

Figure 10 presents the quality of reordering strategies in terms of the number of o�-diagonal
blocks with respect to the Scotch ordering. We recall that Scotch uses RCM to order un-
knowns within each supernode. Three metrics are represented: one with HSL reordering, one
for our multi-level heuristic, and �nally one for the full distance computation heuristic. We can
see that our algorithm reduces the number of o�-diagonal blocks on all test cases. On the 3D
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problems, our reordering strategy improves the metric by 50 to 60%, while on the 2D problems,
the improvement is of 20 to 30%. Furthermore, we can observe that the multi-level heuristic
does not signi�cantly impact the quality of the ordering. It only reduces it by a few percent in
11 cases over the 104 matrices tested, while giving the same quality in all other cases. The HSL
heuristic improves the initial ordering in average by approximately 20%, and up to 40%, but is
outperformed by our TSP heuristic regardless of the multi-level distances approximation on all
cases.

In addition, we observed that for matrices not issued from meshes with an unbalanced elim-
ination tree, and not presented here, using the multi-level heuristic can deteriorate the solution.
Indeed, in this case, the multi-level heuristic is unable to distinguish close interactions from far
interactions with only the �rst levels, leading to incorrect choices.
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Figure 11: Time of the sequential reordering step with respect to the initial Scotch ordering
on the Florida set of matrices. The lower the better.

Time

Figure 11 presents the cost of the three reordering strategies in sequential with respect to the
cost of the initial ordering performed by Scotch. The reordering is in fact an extra step in the
preprocessing stage of sparse direct solvers. One can note that despite the higher theoretical
complexity, the reordering step of our TSP heuristic is 2 to 10 times faster than Scotch. Thus,
adding the reordering step creates an overhead of no more than 10% to 50% in most cases when
called in sequential. However, on speci�c matrix structures, with a lot of connections to the
last supernode, the reordering operation can be twice as expensive as Scotch. In those cases,
the overhead is largely diminished by the multi-level heuristic, which reduces the time of the
reordering step to the same order as Scotch. We observe that the multi-level heuristic is always
bene�cial to the computational time. For the second matrix � an optimization problem with
a huge density on the left of the �gures �, we can observe a quality gain of more than 95%,
while the cost is more than 600 times larger than the ordering time. This problem illustrates
the limitation of our heuristic using a global view compare to the local heuristic of the HSL
algorithm that is still faster than the Scotch ordering but gives only 20% improvement. This
problem is typically not suited for sparse linear solver, due to its large number of non-zeros as
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well as its consequent �ll-in.

Strategy
Number of blocks Time (s)
Full Multi-level Full Multi-level

No reordering 9760700 360
Reordering / Stop= 10 4100616 4095986 33.2 31.1

Reordering / Stop= 20 3896248 3897179 42.6 38.5
Reordering / Stop= 30 3891210 3891262 50.7 43.3
Reordering / Stop= 40 3891803 3891962 58.1 46.3
Reordering / Stop= ∞ 3891825 3892522 64.8 47.7

Table 2: Number of o�-diagonal blocks and reordering times on the CEA 10 million unknowns
matrix.

Stopping criteria

Table 2 shows the impact of the stopping criteria on a large test case issued from a 10 million
unknowns matrix from the CEA. The �rst line presents the results without reordering and the
time of the Scotch step. We compared this to the number of o�-diagonal blocks and the time
obtained with our reordering algorithm when using di�erent heuristics. The STOP parameter
refers to the criteria introduced in section 3.4 and de�nes after how many di�erences a distance
computation must be stopped. One can notice that with all con�gurations the quality is within
39% to 42% of the original, which means that those heuristics have a low impact on the quality
of the result. However, this can have a large impact on the time to solution, since a small STOP
criterion combined with the multi-level heuristic can divide the computational time by more than
2.

In conclusion, we can say that for a large set of sparse matrices, we obtain a resulting number
of o�-diagonal blocks between two and three times smaller than the original Scotch RCM
ordering, while the HSL heuristic reduces them in average only by a �fth. It is interesting as it
should reduce by the same factor the overhead associated to the tasks management in runtimes,
and should improve the kernel e�ciency of the solver. Up to our experiments, we reach a practical
complexity close to Scotch ordering process, leading to a preprocessing stage that is not too
costly compared to the numerical factorization. Furthermore, it should accelerate the numerical
factorization and solve steps to hide this extra cost when only one numerical step is made, and
give some global improvement when multiple factorizations or solves are performed. While HSL
reordering overhead might be much smaller than our heuristic, we hope that the di�erence in
the quality gain, as well as the fact that our strategy improves all children instead of giving
advantage to the largest one, will bene�t the factorization step by a larger factor.

Parallelism

As previously stated, the reordering algorithm is largely parallel as each supernode can be re-
ordered independently of the others. The �rst level of parallelism is a dynamic bin-packing that
distributes supernodes in reverse order of their sizes. However, some supernodes are too large
and take too long to be reordered compared to all others. They represent almost all the com-
putational requirements. We then divided the set of supernodes into two parts. For the smaller
set, we just reorder di�erent supernodes in parallel, and for the larger set, we parallelize the
distance matrix computation. Figure 12 shows the speedup obtained with 24 threads over the
best sequential version on a miriel node. This simple parallelization accelerates the algorithm
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Figure 12: Speedup of the reordering step (full distance heuristic) with 24 threads on the full set
of matrices.

by 10 on average and helps to totally hide the cost of the reordering step in a multi-threaded
context, where ordering tools are hard to parallelize. Note that for many matrices, the parallel
implementation of our reordering strategy has an execution time smaller than 1s. In a few cases,
the speed-up is still limited to 5 because the TSP problem on the largest supernode remains
sequential and may represent a large part of the sequential execution.

4.3 Impact on supernodal method: PaStiX

In this section, we measure the performance gain brought by the reordering strategies. For these
experiments, we extracted 6 matrices from the previous collection, and we use the number of
operations (Flops) that a scalar algorithm would require to factorize the matrix with the ordering
returned by Scotch to compute the performance of our solver. We recall that this number is
stable with all reordering heuristics.

Figure 13 presents the performance on a single mirage node, for three algorithms based on
the original ordering from Scotch. The �rst one leaves the Scotch ordering untouched. The
HSL heuristic is applied on the second one, and �nally the third one includes the TSP heuristic
with full distances. For each matrix and each ordering, scalability of the numerical factorization
is presented with all the 12 cores of the architecture enhanced by 0 to 3 GPUs. All results are
an average performance on �ve runs.

To explain the di�erent performance gains, we rely on table 3, which presents the average
number of rows in the o�-diagonal blocks with and without reordering, and not the total number
of blocks to give an insight on the size of the updates. The block width is de�ned by the Scotch
partition and is the same for all experiments on each matrix. This number is important, as it is
especially bene�cial to enlarge blocks when the original solution provides small data blocks.

For multi-threaded runs, both reordering strategies give a slight bene�t up to 7% on the
performance. Indeed, on the selected matrices, the original o�-diagonal block height is already
large enough to get a good CPU e�ciency since the original solver already runs at up to 67% of
the theoretical peak of the node (128.16 GFlop/s). It is also true for HSL reordering. In general,
when the solver exploits GPUs, the bene�t is more important and can reach up to 20%.

In �gure 13, we can see that with the afshell10 matrix, extracted from a 2D application,
reordering strategies have a low impact on the performance, and the accelerators are also not
helpful for this lower computation case. For the Flan1565 matrix, the gain is not important for
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Figure 13: Performance impact of the reordering algorithms on the PaStiX solver on top of the
Parsec runtime with 1 node of the hybrid mirage architecture.

Matrix
Avg. number of rows of o�-diag. block TSP times
Scotch HSL TSP Overhead Gain

afshell10 46.05 45.52 54.09 0.133 s 0 s
FilterV2 8.794 11.33 19.91 0.164 s 1.23 s
Flan1565 29.13 32.33 62.40 0.644 s 0.52 s
audi 17.94 20.57 41.76 0.748 s 2.08 s
MHD 16.86 17.04 27.64 1.16 s 4.42 s

Geo1438 18.79 23.17 49.74 1.78 s 7.48 s

Table 3: Impact of the reordering strategies on the number of rows per o�-diagonal block and
on the timings. The timings shows the overhead of the parallel TSP, and the gain it provides on
the factorization step using the mirage architecture.
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both reordering strategies because the original o�-diagonal block height is already large enough
for e�ciency. On other problems, issued from 3D applications, we observe signi�cant gains from
10 to 20% which re�ect the block height increase of 1.5 to 2.5 presented in table 3.

If we compare with HSL reordering strategy, we can see that our reordering is helpful to
improve slightly the performance of the solver. Hence, choosing between both strategies depends
on the number of factorizations that are performed.

Table 3 also presents our TSP reordering strategy overhead with the parallel implementation
and the resulting gain on the numerical factorization time using the mirage architecture with
the three GPUs. Those numbers re�ect that it is interesting to use our reordering strategy in
many cases with a small overhead that is immediately recovered by the performance improvement
of the numerical factorization. As long as several problems presenting the same structure are
solved, this small overhead is again diminished. Similarly, if GPUs are used, the gain during the
factorization is higher, completely hiding the overhead of the reordering. The cost of the HSL
strategy being really small with respect to Scotch, it is always recommended to apply it for
a single factorization or for homogeneous computations. However, if GPUs are involved, HSL
reordering impact on the performance of the numerical factorization is really slight and is goes
from slight slow down to slight speed up (around 3%). This validates the use of more complex
heuristics as the proposed TSP.
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Figure 14: Scalability on the CEA 10 million unknowns matrix with 24 threads.

Figure 14 presents a scalability study on one miriel node with 24 threads, with and without
our reordering stage on the 10 million unknowns matrix from the CEA. This matrix, despite
being a large 3D problem, presents a really small average block size of less than 5 when no
reordering is applied. The reordering algorithm raises up to 12.5, explaining the larger average
gain of 8 − 10% that is observed. In both cases, we notice that the solver manages to scale
correctly over the 24 threads, and even a little better when the reordering is applied. A slight
drop in the performance on 14 threads is explained by the over�ow on the second socket.

5 Conclusion

We presented a new reordering strategy, that � according to our experiments � succeeds in
reducing the number of o�-diagonal blocks in the block-symbolic factorization. It allows one to
signi�cantly improve the performance of GPU kernels, and the BLAS CPU kernels in smaller
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ratios, as well as reduces the number of tasks when using a runtime system. The resulting gain
can be up to 20% on heterogeneous architectures enhanced by Nvidia Fermi architectures. Such
an improvement is signi�cant, as long as it is di�cult to reach a good level of performance with
sparse algebra on accelerators. This gain can be observed on both the factorization and the solve
steps. It is particularly well working for graphs issued from �nite element meshes of 3D problems.
In the context of 2D graphs, partitioner tools can be su�cient, as long as separators are close
to 1D structures and can easily be ordered by following the neighborhood. For other problems,
the strategy enhances the number of o�-diagonal blocks, but might be costly on graphs where
vertices have large degrees.

Furthermore, we proposed a parallel implementation of our reordering strategy, leading to
a computational cost that is really low with respect to the numerical factorization and that
is counterbalanced by the gain on the factorization. In addition, if multiple factorizations are
applied on the same structure, this bene�ts the multiple factorization and solve steps at no
extra cost. We proved that such a preprocessing stage is cheap in the context of 3D graphs of
bounded degree, and showed that it works well for a large set of matrices. We compared with
HSL reordering, which targets the same objective of reducing the overall number of o�-diagonal
blocks. While the TSP heuristic is often more expensive, the quality is always improved, leading
to better performance. In the context of multiple factorizations, or when using GPUs, the TSP
overhead is recovered by performance improvement, while it may be better to use HSL for the
other cases.

For future work, we plan to study the impact of our reordering strategy in a multifrontal con-
text with the Mumps [19] solver and compare it with the solution studied in [18] that performs
the permutation during the factorization. The main di�erence with the static ordering heuristics
studied in this paper, is that the MUMPS heuristic is applied dynamically at each level of the
elimination tree. Such a reordering technique is also important in the objective of integrating
variable size batched operations currently under development for the modern GPU architectures.
Finally, one of the most important perspectives is to exploit this result to guide matrix compres-
sion methods in diagonal blocks for using hierarchical matrices in sparse direct solvers. Indeed,
considering the diagonal block by itself for compression without external contributions leads to
incorrect compression schemes. Using the reordering algorithms to guide the compression helps
to gather contributions corresponding to similar far or close interactions.
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Group Name n nnzA real 2D/3D spd kind

AMD G3_circuit 1585478 7660826 yes no yes circuit simulation
Andrianov lp1 534388 1643420 yes no no optimization problem
ATandT pre2 659033 5834044 yes no no circuit simulation

Bodendiek CurlCurl_2 806529 8921789 yes yes no model reduction problem
Bodendiek CurlCurl_3 1219574 13544618 yes yes no model reduction problem
Bodendiek CurlCurl_4 2380515 26515867 yes yes no model reduction problem
Bourchtein atmosmodd 1270432 8814880 yes yes no �uid dynamics
Bourchtein atmosmodj 1270432 8814880 yes yes no �uid dynamics
Bourchtein atmosmodl 1489752 10319760 yes yes no �uid dynamics

CEMW tmt_unsym 917825 4584801 yes yes no electromagnetics problem
CEMW tmt_sym 726713 5080961 yes yes yes electromagnetics problem

Chevron Chevron4 711450 6376412 no no no other problem
DIMACS10 333SP 3712815 22217266 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 AS365 3799275 22736152 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 M6 3501776 21003872 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 NACA0015 1039183 6229636 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 NLR 4163763 24975952 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 adaptive 6815744 27248640 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 belgium_osm 1441295 3099940 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 channel-500x100x100-b050 4802000 85362744 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 delaunay_n19 524288 3145646 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 delaunay_n20 1048576 6291372 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 delaunay_n21 2097152 12582816 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 delaunay_n22 4194304 25165738 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 delaunay_n23 8388608 50331568 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 great-britain_osm 7733822 16313034 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 hugetrace-00000 4588484 13758266 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 hugetric-00000 5824554 17467046 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 hugetric-00010 6592765 19771708 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 hugetric-00020 7122792 21361554 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 italy_osm 6686493 14027956 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 netherlands_osm 2216688 4882476 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 packing-500x100x100-b050 2145852 34976486 yes no no undirected graph
DIMACS10 rgg_n_2_19_s0 524288 6539532 yes no no undirected random graph
DIMACS10 rgg_n_2_20_s0 1048576 13783240 yes no no undirected random graph
DIMACS10 rgg_n_2_21_s0 2097152 28975990 yes no no undirected random graph
DIMACS10 rgg_n_2_22_s0 4194304 60718396 yes no no undirected random graph
DIMACS10 rgg_n_2_23_s0 8388608 127002786 yes no no undirected random graph
DIMACS10 venturiLevel3 4026819 16108474 yes no no undirected graph
Dziekonski dielFilterV2clx 607232 25309272 no yes no electromagnetics problem
Dziekonski dielFilterV2real 1157456 48538952 yes yes no electromagnetics problem
Dziekonski dielFilterV3real 1102824 89306020 yes yes no electromagnetics problem
Dziekonski gsm_106857 589446 21758924 yes yes no electromagnetics problem
Fluorem HV15R 2017169 283073458 yes yes no �uid dynamics
Freescale Freescale1 3428755 17052626 yes no no circuit simulation
Freescale Freescale2 2999349 14313235 yes no no circuit simulation matrix
Freescale FullChip 2987012 26621983 yes no no circuit simulation
Freescale circuit5M 5558326 59524291 yes no no circuit simulation
Freescale circuit5M_dc 3523317 14865409 yes no no circuit simulation
Freescale memchip 2707524 13343948 yes no no circuit simulation
GHS_psdef apache2 715176 4817870 yes yes yes structural problem
GHS_psdef audikw_1 943695 77651847 yes yes yes structural problem
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GHS_psdef inline_1 503712 36816170 yes yes yes structural problem
GHS_psdef ldoor 952203 42493817 yes yes yes structural problem
Janna Bump_2911 2911419 127729899 yes yes yes 2D/3D problem
Janna Cube_Coup_dt0 2164760 124406070 yes yes no structural problem
Janna Cube_Coup_dt6 2164760 124406070 yes yes no structural problem
Janna Emilia_923 923136 40373538 yes yes yes structural problem
Janna Fault_639 638802 27245944 yes yes yes structural problem
Janna Flan_1565 1564794 114165372 yes yes yes structural problem
Janna Geo_1438 1437960 60236322 yes yes yes structural problem
Janna Hook_1498 1498023 59374451 yes yes yes structural problem
Janna Long_Coup_dt0 1470152 84422970 yes yes no structural problem
Janna Long_Coup_dt6 1470152 84422970 yes yes no structural problem
Janna ML_Geer 1504002 110686677 yes yes no structural problem
Janna PFlow_742 742793 37138461 yes yes yes 2D/3D problem
Janna Queen_4147 4147110 316548962 yes yes yes 2D/3D problem
Janna Serena 1391349 64131971 yes yes yes structural problem
Janna StocF-1465 1465137 21005389 yes yes yes �uid dynamics
Janna Transport 1602111 23487281 yes yes no structural problem

Mazaheri bundle_adj 513351 20207907 yes yes yes computer vision problem
McRae ecology1 1000000 4996000 yes yes no 2D/3D problem
McRae ecology2 999999 4995991 yes yes yes 2D/3D problem

Oberwolfach bone010 986703 47851783 yes yes yes model reduction problem
Oberwolfach boneS10 914898 40878708 yes yes yes model reduction problem

Rajat rajat29 643994 3760246 yes no no circuit simulation
Rajat rajat30 643994 6175244 yes no no circuit simulation
Rajat rajat31 4690002 20316253 yes no no circuit simulation
Sandia ASIC_680k 682862 2638997 yes no no circuit simulation
Sandia ASIC_680ks 682712 1693767 yes no no circuit simulation
Schenk nlpkkt120 3542400 95117792 yes no no optimization problem
Schenk nlpkkt160 8345600 225422112 yes no no optimization problem
Schenk nlpkkt80 1062400 28192672 yes no no optimization problem

Schenk_AFE af_0_k101 503625 17550675 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_1_k101 503625 17550675 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_2_k101 503625 17550675 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_3_k101 503625 17550675 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_4_k101 503625 17550675 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_5_k101 503625 17550675 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell1 504855 17562051 yes yes no structural problem sequence
Schenk_AFE af_shell10 1508065 52259885 yes yes no structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell2 504855 17562051 yes yes no structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell3 504855 17562051 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell4 504855 17562051 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell5 504855 17579155 yes yes no structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell6 504855 17579155 yes yes no structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell7 504855 17579155 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell8 504855 17579155 yes yes yes structural problem
Schenk_AFE af_shell9 504855 17588845 yes yes no structural problem
Schmid thermal2 1228045 8580313 yes yes yes thermal problem
Sinclair 3Dspectralwave 680943 30290827 no yes no materials problem
Williams webbase-1M 1000005 3105536 yes no no weighted directed graph
Wissgott parabolic_fem 525825 3674625 yes yes yes �uid dynamics
Zaoui kkt_power 2063494 12771361 yes no no optimization problem

Table 4: Matrices from Florida collection with 500000 ≤ n ≤ 10000000
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